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NEW QUESTION: 1
Given:
And given the code fragment:
Which two modifications enable the code to print the following output?
Canine 60 Long
Feline 80 Short
A. Replace line n2 with:
super (type,maxSpeed) ;
this (bounds) ;
B. Replace line n2 with:
super (type, maxSpeed) ;
this.bounds = bounda;
C. Replace line n1 with:
super ( ) ;
this.bounds = bounds;
D. Replace line n1 with:
this.bounds = bounda;
super ( ) ;
E. Replace line n1 with:
this ("Canine",60);
this.bounds = bounds;
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
What kind of encryption technology does SSL utilize?
A. Private Key
B. Public Key
C. Hybrid (both Symmetric and Asymmetric)
D. Secret or Symmetric key
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

SSL uses asymmetric encryption to securely share a key. That key is then used for symmetric
encryption to encrypt the data.
IPsec and SSL use asymmetric encryption to establish the encryption protocol when the
session starts and then to securely exchange a private key used during the session. This private
key is similar to the single secret key used in symmetric encryption.
Asymmetric encryption uses a key pair -- both a public and a private one -- for encryption. The
sender uses the receiver's public key to encrypt the data and the receiver uses their private key
to decrypt it. The transmission is secure because the recipient always has the private key in
their possession and never exposes it by sending it over a public connection, such as the
Internet.
There is a catch to using asymmetric encryption. It runs about 1,000 times slower than
symmetric encryption and eats up just as much processing power, straining already
overburdened servers. That means asymmetric encryption is only used (by IPsec and SSL) to
create an initial and secure encrypted connection to exchange a private key. Then, that key is
used to create a shared secret, or session key, that is only good during the session when the
two hosts are connected.
Incorrect Answers:
A: SSL uses both symmetric and asymmetric encryption, not just symmetric encryption.
C: SSL does not use only public key encryption; shared key (symmetric) encryption is also used.
D: SSL does not use private key encryption. Initially, encryption is performed using public keys
and decryption is performed using private keys (asymmetric). Then both encryption and
decryption are performed using a shared key (symmetric).
References:
http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/answer/How-IPsec-and-SSL-TLS-use-symmetric-and-asy
mmetric- encryption

NEW QUESTION: 3
A vendor sends your company an invoice that is unrelated to any purchase orders in your
system.
The basic details of the invoice need to be entered into the system so that the accounts payable
manager can review, approve, and code the invoice to the correct main accounts.
What are two possible actions the accounts payable clerk and the accounts payable manager
can take to achieve this goal? Each correct answer presents a complete solution.
A. The clerk should enter invoice details into the Vendor invoice and submit the invoice to the
workflow for approval.
The manager should review and approve the invoice after selecting the appropriate main
accounts for posting.
B. The clerk should enter invoice details into the Invoice pool.
The manager should select invoices from the pool and enter details into the Invoice journal.
C. The clerk should enter invoice details into the Invoice register and post the journal.
The manager should select invoices from the register and enter details into the Invoice
approval journal.
D. The clerk should enter invoice details into the Invoice journal.
The manager should select invoices from the journal and enter details into the Invoice approval
journal.
Answer: C,D
Explanation:
Explanation
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/unified-operations/financials/accounts-payab
le/vendor-invoicesov

NEW QUESTION: 4
As an administrator, you are asked to enable deduplication on volumes that are separated by
workloads on a FAS8200 system. On which volume would you see the highest savings from
enabling deduplication?
A. home directory shares
B. file share
C. virtual desktop environment
D. SQL database
Answer: C
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